
BeingAfrican, LLC Curriculum-Lesson 16

Objective

1. Use conjunctions or joining syllables to make longer and better sentences

Conjunctions! Too big a word.

Use these little joining syllables to help you make longer and better

sentences.

Fa asɛmfuafa nketewa yi a ɛbobɔm yi yɛ ɔkasamu.

sɛ as, like

ne and, with, by

ne and

People pronoun  + wɔ +  noun

E.g      Me + wɔ  + noun

Me  + wɔ   + noun

When referring to things

Example In English

I have Me + wɔ Mewɔ
ewiemhyɛn

I have an aeroplane

You have Wo + wɔ Wowɔ prɛte You have a plate

We  have Yɛn+ wɔ Yɛwɔ aburo
aduane

We have mealie-meal

she/he has Ɔno+ wɔ Ɔwɔ twene She has a drum
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They have Wɔn+ wɔ Wɔwɔ nwom They have a song

When referring to people

I have Me+ wɔ Me wɔ me maame
nkyen

Iam with mum

You have Wo + wɔ Wo tu fono You are cheeky

He/she has Ɔno + wɔ Ɔwɔ sewaa   nkyen She is with auntie

You have Wo+ wɔ Wowɔ Tatenda? Do you have Tatenda?

We have Yɛn+wɔ Yɛwɔ nana barima We have grandfather

They have Wɔn+wɔ Wɔne
ɔkyerɛkyerɛnyi no
wɔ hɔ

They are with the teacher
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Conjunctions

Conjunctions! Too big a word.

Use these little joining syllables to help you make longer and better sentences.

Fa asɛmfuafa nketewaa a ebobɔm yi yɛ ɔkasamu.

sɛ as, like

ne and, with, by

For example:

1) Me pɛ mogyanam ne ntoosi.
I like meat and tomatoes

2) Yɛtɔn amango,aburoo ne nsuomnan.
We sell mangoes, popcorn and fish

3) Wo dwane sɛ adanko.
You run like a rabbit

Add your own, as many as you can!
Fa nea a wobetumi ayɛ ka ho.
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